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About This Game

MinSweeper is a minimalist take on the classic Minesweeper. Simple relaxing game play in which you avoid mines on a puzzle
board and try to get the best time. Play the given puzzles or play a custom puzzle. Also features a soothing soundtrack.

MinSweeper also includes 3 minigames:

Sudoku: The classic, intense puzzle

Catcher: Catch falling blocks while avoiding mines.

Asteroids: Play as a spaceship; avoid and destroy asteroids to rack up score.

Integrated with Steam API to include achievements and Leaderboards.
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I have no friends now.
11/10. Solitaire mixed with Poker. Instead of building suits, you're building poker hands and using these hands to beat enemy AI
to death. A better hand does more damage, and the more damage you deal (or take), the more spells you can cast with your
building rage.
This system has some nice subtleties, but the rest of the game lets it down. The AI refuses to use any high power hands at all,
and instead resorts to using easily buildable hands and spamming abilities to win. This results in a final boss which has a use 5
rage -> do 30 or so dmg loop which it is not bright enough to use.
As for the story dragging you through the adventure, it is lacklustre at best, and is not helped by being left on a cliffhanger at the
end to allow for sequels and the "Overture" in the title.
The art style is quite good though.
In all, a good idea that becomes tedious because of uninteresting AI, and eventually leads to power-gaming to find no end at the
end.. Alot of fun and a more than fair challenge. As far as the game as a whole, the developer seems to be famiiar with their
strengths and weakness, and knew their limits. Leaving us with a game that feels like it is exactly as it's meant to be, which is
fun, challenging and with elements that motivate you to replay. I hope more people give this game a chance !. I bought this
because one of the giant bomb guys recommended it and it was on sale but I'm bored already. The mechanics are so clunky, half
the time you hit a button and it just doesn't react. There is just no slickness to anything. Killing guys is basically stop their
bullets, chuck them or something at them, and not a lot else. The travelling back in time and forward is fairly interesting, and the
game had my attention at the beginning but it gets old very fast. I hate not completing games but I just didn't want to play this
anymore. It's also quite ugly, despite being Unreal 4 and has all sorts of wierd bugs.. Masterpiece. Hey guys, absolutely awesome
game, was loving it until I accidentally reset all my progress... Why is there a button for that on the main menu????? Why is
there no "are you sure?" step????? totally disheartening, please change this!!!

Otherwise, super super cool, loved every bit and highly recommend!. 10/10 More realistic then i first thought. Note its free in
the app store but worth the $2 you pay for it here
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Gorgeous setting, good animations and really interesting plot. Rocksteady's interpretations of these well know characters and
environments are spot on. Joker was a delight to see everytime.

What I didn't like much was the high empashis on the Batmobile. The combat was good, but could offer a little more variety.
Also, I got insane framerate drops from time to time, but they were quick and didn't kill the exeperience.

Overall, a great game!. bad game not multiplayer this is 1 star not god game not buy. I know the knee jerk reaction is to think
"they're charging money for a map editor? Those developers of unknown parentage!". However I do think this DLC is well
worth it. The mistake made was to sell this DLC specifically as a map maker when it in fact includes much more. The other
"Real Maps" DLC adds 32 maps to the game. This DLC adds another 10, in addition it also adds 14 alternate variations of
existing maps for a total of 24 new maps. All of them are based on real Mars terrain and they work with all game modes.

So given that the other Real Maps DLC is 5$ and you're paying about 17 cents per map. This DLC includes 4$ worth of maps
and you're getting the map editor for a dollar. If you're into Offworld Trading Company and liked the Real Maps DLC then you
will definitely like this DLC as well.

---

For those interested in making maps here is some more detail about the editor itself. The map editor is fully featured and allows
you to control every aspect of the terrain. Unlike most utilities of this type it has a polished UI and can be accessed from the
main menu instead of being a separate program.

- You can set the size of the map by height\/width in hex tiles from a minimum of 12x12 to a maximum of 180x180, or simply
use the default sizes from Tiny to Huge
- Elevation, terrain type and resources are painted using a hexagonal brush.
- Random maps based on the default presets like "Canyon" and "Crater" can be generated with the push of a button.
- Craters are preset "doodads" you can place onto the map if there is sufficient space. The rim of the crater occupies certain tiles
with the inside being open to build upon.
- You can set a map to use preset resources (anything you place on the map) or randomly generated resources.
- Maps can be named and are saved into your Steam Cloud.

There are a few minor problems to fix and features I would like to see:

- There is no way to generate a map using a random or preset seed number
- Similarly to the lack of a seed there is no way to randomly cover the map with resources to check if the terrain distribution is
balanced.
- The editor lacks a "test drive" mode to quickly jump in and test it out. The only way to do this is to save the map and load it up
in skirmish mode.
- Parts of the UI can cover up other parts at certain monitor resolutions because the UI as a whole does not scale.
- The game allows you to put geothermal vents under other resources which I'm pretty sure is a bug.
- When editing any ice on the map, all of the ice "flickers" wildly as each ice tile randomly switches between different ice
textures.
- As you work on a map it is rendered in "wireframe" with very simple blocky models. You can then press a preview button to
see the map as it appears in full detail. However my computer can easily handle these graphics so I would like to see the option
of working on a map in "realtime".
- The maximum (minimum?) zoom level is insufficient when moving the camera outwards to view the map as a whole if you are
working on the larger map sizes.
- There is no way to set a specific location for the NPC colony.

If any of this changes I'll come back and edit the review.. ive never had so much fun hitting clothes off. The game is still the
best on my old tablet. Clumsy and ugly on steam though.. Just like what it says: Getin, get out, get paid.. A fun and simple rogue-
like with a lot of unique and interesting items.

For the price this is a no brainer pruchase if you are a fan of rogue-likes.. Main Story - Woah that was quite a fun summer / 10
Sub Event - It's was great go do them all (mostly) /10
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Adventour mode - Door black screen loading simulator /10
Combat mode - Magic Explosionnn! / 10
Boss fight - DO YOU EVEN TRY MAN!? / 10
Co op - Basicly one thing with the same stage / 10
Pvp - Fast Nuke spell cast challenge / 10

If you are Hardcore Little witch academia fan, that want to play with a main reason that you Want to know more about there
world, lore and back story then..
YES - Buy it. Explore the school, character back story, all day night and feel WORTHED

If you want to Feel the next revolution of saving the anime style gaming exprience then..
NO - Don't do it, you not gonna get that

If you want just want a little more lwa in your life with kinda accaptable game system.
Wait for Sale - if you in the middle no where like this one, just wait for sale
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